South African currency is called the __
The yuan is the currency of __
The Danish krone means __ and has been used since the 1600s
The Central Bank of Iraq issued the __ starting in 1932
In __, the rupee is subdivided into 100 paise
The ___ is associated with the UK and its territories
Before coins, people and traders used the ___ system
Coins were most commonly made out of gold, silver or ___
The ___ franc and Deutsche mark were replaced by the euro
The drachma is associated with Ancient ___
The Canadian dollar coin is commonly called a ___
In 1904, this Central American country adopted the US Dollar
In 1971, the UK adopted a ___ currency - no more shillings!
___ came from 'gold penny' and was used in pre-euro Netherlands
The kopek is a fraction of a ___ ruble
The ___ lira is divided into 100 kurus
The ___ mark was introduced in West Germany in 1948
As of 2014, the euro is the official currency of ___ countries
The ___ rate varies between different currencies due to many factors
The 3 most traded currencies are the US dollar, euro and ___ yen
In this southeast Asian country, the currency is the baht
___ and Mexico use the peso, Brazil has the real
The East ___ dollar is used in 8 countries, including Dominica & Grenada
Australia, _____, Hong Kong and Taiwan all use dollars
The ___ use the krone, the Swedish use the krona
The gold Krugerrand, made of 1 oz of fine gold, is from ___
In __, 1/100th of a franc is a rappen or centime depending on region
Until WWII, many countries based their currencies on the ___
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